Sense induction seeks to automatically identify word senses of polysemous words encountered in a corpus. Unsupervised word sense induction can be viewed as a clustering problem. In this paper, we used the Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm as the classifier for word sense induction. Experiments show the system can achieve 72% F-score about train-corpus and 65% F-score about test-corpus.
Introduction
Word sense induction is a central problem in many natural language processing tasks such as information extraction, information retrieval, and machine translation [Vickrey et al., 2005] .
Clp 2010 launches totally 4 tasks for evaluation exercise, these are: Chinese word segmentation, Chinese parsing, Chinese Personal Name disambiguation and Chinese Word Sense Induction. We participated in task 4, which is Chinese Word Sense Induction..
Because the contents surround an ambiguous word is related to its meaning, we solve the sense problem by grouping the instances of the target word into the supposed number of clusters according to the similarity of contexts of the instance. In this paper we used the hierarchical clustering algorithm to accomplish the problem.
The task can be defined as two stage process: Feature selection and word clustering. Researchers have proposed much approach to the sense induction task which involved the use of basic word co-occurrence features and application of classical clustering algorithms.
Because the meanings of unknown words can be inferred from the contexts in which they appear, Pantel and Lin (2002) map the senses to WordNet. More recently, the mapping has been used to test the system on publicly available benchmarks (Purandare and Pedersen, 2004; Niu et al., 2005) . However, this approach does not generalize to multiple-sense words. Each sense of a polysemous word can appear in a different context, there have been many attempts in recent years to apply classical clustering algorithms to this problem.
Clustering algorithms have been employed ranging from k-means (Purandare and Pedersen, 2004) , to agglomerative clustering (Sch¨utze, 1998) , and the Information Bottleneck (Niu et al., 2007) . Senses are induced by identifying highly dense subgraphs (hubs) in the co-occurrence graph (V´eronis, 2004) .The sIB algorithm was used to estimate cluster structure, which measures the similarity of contexts of instances according to the similarity of their feature conditional distribution (Slonim, et al.,2002) . Each algorithm treats words as feature vectors, using the same similarity function based on context information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the Featured set and word similarity definition is introduced. The hierarchical clustering algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 provides the experimental results and conclusion is drawn in section 5.
Feature Selection and Word Similarity Definition

Feature Selection
A feature set is used designed to capture both immediate local context in our experiment, wider context and syntactic context. Specifically, we experimented with several feature categories: ±5-word window (5w), ±3-word window (3w), part-of speech n-grams and dependency relations. These features have been widely adopted in various word sense induction algorithms. The overall best scores are achieved with local (5 words) context windows.
.
Similarity Definition
We treat the context words as feature vectors, using the same similarity function. Dis w w is the path length between ik w and jl w based on the semantic tree structure used for TongYiCi CiLin (同义词词林).
The Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm Used In Word Sense Induction
Sense induction is viewed as an unsupervised clustering problem where to group a word's contexts into different classes, each representing a word sense. In this paper, we use the bottom-up clumping approach, which begin with n singleton clusters and successively merge clusters to produce the other ones. 
6.if nn m 
, invoke hierarchical clustering algorithm in different tagging, merge clusters into m cluster.
return m clusters
Experimental Results
The test data includes totally 100 ambiguous Chinese words, every word have 50 untagged instances. Table3 show the best/worst/average F-Score of our system about train-corpus and test-corpus.
Best word
Worst word All words Train-corpus 0.98 0.5 0.73 Test-corpus -----------0.65 Table 3 Model performance with deferent corpus Table 4 shows the performance of our model about train-corpus when using 3w and 5w word windows, which represent more immediate, local context.
Worst word Table 4 Model performance with deferent windows Table 5 summarizes the F-score in our system about train-corpus when using deferent similarity definition.
Best Table 5 Model performance with deferent similarity definition Experimental results show that the Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm can be applied to sense induction. Considering words to be feature vectors and applying clustering algorithm can improve accuracy of the task. A significant gap still exists between the results of these techniques and the gold standard of manually compiled word sense dictionaries.
Conclusions
Sense induction is treated as an unsupervised clustering problem. In this paper we adopt hierarchical clustering algorithm to accomplish the problem. Generate context words according to this distribution of key words and formalize the induction problem in a generative mode. Experiments show the system can achieved 72% F-score about train-corpus and 65% F-score about test-corpus. The basic cluster algorithm can sorts the word sense into clusters corresponding to the context.
